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Abstract:

It has been proved that the development of motion activity contributes to improvement of human health level. At the same time, today children spend most of their free time in front of the computer, limiting their motion activity as they do not understand that motion is a natural need of a human body. This study will show the effects of intentional development of coordinating abilities of the pupils during physical training and the criteria of estimation of developing the coordinating abilities.
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Introduction: Sports games with their emotionality and mobility take a leading place among the numerous varieties of physical education means. The feature of sports games lies in the fact that they develop both motion qualities (strength, quickness, stamina, flexibility, coordinating abilities) and personality (independence, initiative, wits). Development of personal qualities assists in effecting the physical processes of children: perception, thinking, attention, memory and cognitive activity as a whole. In addition, sports games promote moral education: respecting a rival, fellowship, honesty in a sport fight [13, 7].

At the same time, complicated performance of the elements of sports games technique, insufficient level of motor function development of most students complicate mastering the playing methods and rationally using them in a two-way game at the necessary level. It causes search for new ways of increasing the efficiency of teaching motion playing activities [1,6,9].

According to Derri, Mertzmidou and Tzetjis, specific sport drills enhance the dynamic balance and body coordination [4]. Coordinating abilities take a special place among school children’s first qualities. Firstly, high level of their development is the main condition to form the technical elements of game; secondly, the level of developing the coordinating abilities promotes quick adaptation to the constantly changing conditions, and also helps apply the most effective methods of game [10, 12].

Concerning the structure of the applied coordinating exercises, the perception and analysis of pupils’ own motions, the dynamic, spatial and temporal descriptions of pupils’ motions, and the comprehension of specific motion performing should be focused on [2,6, 7].

Thus, the topicality of the study is conditioned by the prevailing solving of the tasks of developing schoolchildren’s coordinating abilities in the process of teaching the technique of sports games at the physical training lessons and by the lack of information and materials on their development among the available research and methodical literature.

Objective, tasks, material and methods of development:

Objective of the study: forming the elements of sports game technique for the secondary school pupils at the physical training lessons by developing the coordinating abilities.
Tasks of the study:

1. Conducting the analysis of research and methodical literature on effect of the level of coordinating abilities on forming the elements of sports game technique.
2. Elaborating the program of intentional development of coordinating abilities of school pupils at the physical training lessons.

Research methods: analysis and generalization of research and methodical literature.

Results of the study: Development of coordinating abilities should be regarded as a principal way in mastering the skills of sports games. [15,3]

The study showed the expediency of developing coordinating abilities in close interconnection with sport technical and tactical perfection. Such approach has been implemented in a number of experimental studies showing the positive influence of developing coordinating abilities level on the quickness and quality of teaching difficult moves [1,10, 6, 7].

In the works[3,7], it has been experimentally proved that using of exercises showing the ability of reproducing and differentiation of spatio-temporal and dynamic parameters of motions assists the effective teaching of motions for junior and middle school age at the physical training lessons.

Coordination abilities and age are linked together through a linear relationship. [8] According to the findings [9], coordinating abilities are quickly developed at junior and middle school age. Motion skills are easily formed during this period.

The studies of P. Hirte (1995) showed that considerably better results in forming of motion skills were obtained in the test group than in the control group for within the same period. It is also confirmed in the studies (Liakh, 2006).

Based on the reference data, the necessity to elaborate a program of intentional development of coordinating abilities during teaching the elements of sports game technique for schoolchildren at the physical training lessons has been ascertained. The works [1,2,12] have been the theoretical basis of the program.

Experimental studies on basketball players [ 16] and volleyball players [ 5] show the significance of coordination training. The program of intentional development of coordinating abilities is based on the special tasks on teaching the basket-ball and the volley-ball techniques included into basic part of lesson, each 15 minutes long. Up to 6 special exercises repeated 6-8 times have been included in every lesson.

During implementation of the program of intentional development of coordinating abilities, a special attention was paid to the implementation of two basic tasks: first – developing coordinating abilities is conducted in close interconnection with technical and tactical preparation; second- harmonic combination of developing coordinating abilities and physical qualities (strength, quickness, stamina, flexibility).

The principal provision in the program of developing coordinating abilities is the systematic and successive teaching new versatile motions and thus formation of more complicated forms of motion coordination. The logical selection of supporting exercises provides quicker mastering and fixing of motion skills and provides the development of coordinating abilities [2, 12].

Supporting exercises should meet the requirements as follows:

- They should make performing coordinating exercises easier;
- They should contribute to correct, rapid, rational performance of coordinating actions;
- They should be characterized by novelty and variety.

In accordance with the materials of the study[14], all the exercises for mastering of volleyball and basketball have been divided into two groups:

- general coordination exercises;
- exercises developing the coordination of motions within the technical method of game.

The exercises were performed with and without objects to improve the ability of estimating the spatial-temporal and dynamic parameters of motions. Intentional performance of 4-6 such exercises of method and word should be performed without previous showing to improve such a process. It stimulates children to think over first and take a certain initial position never taken before independently before performing the exercise. The exercises with throwing the ball for a set distance and for accuracy were also used. Jumps for a set distance and for accuracy were also used. Jumps for a set distance and with the set speed and frequency were used.

The second group consists of the exercises as follows: passing the ball, catching and passing the ball in volley-ball, passing and throwing the ball into the basket in basketball which is performed from different distances involving sight with the purpose of accenting the functions of the sensory systems.

For improving the ability of orientation in space, the first group includes such exercises as running for distances, movable games, and relay races with different objects (skipping rope, hoop, padded ball, tennis balls, basket-ball balls, and gymnastic sticks).

The second group includes exercises focused on teaching and mastering the elements of game technique and tactical skills of conducting a game.

During improving the ability of perception, coordination and processing of motive actions, different exercises of movable and sports games, marital arts were used. The exercises which develop intellectual and sensomotor processes and assisting education of such volitional qualities as courage, decision, and initiative were used as additional funds of developing these abilities.

The exercises requiring the choice of reacting depending on the character of external signal were used to improve the sensomotor response time. For, movable and sports games were used to train response to moving object and exercise with forecasting the direction and speed of ball flight.

The complex methodical techniques was subdivided into two groups:

1. Change of exercises performance method: directions of motion, power, efforts, rate of motions, rhythm of motions, initial and final position, mirror performance exercises.
2. Change of motion performance conditions: permanent change of initial positions, preliminary load, preliminary irritation of vestibular, additional tasks during the performance of exercises, different combinations of motions.

Different practical methods were used to develop the coordinating abilities: integral method, method of dismemberment. During mastering the exercises as a whole and in parts, the method of supporting exercises was used. The structure of such exercises marches the general structure of motions or its separate elements.

By the recommendations [11, 6], the method of repeated exercises was used at the physical training lessons with the pupils of experimental class during development of coordinating abilities. This method was applied for the gradual increase of load intensity or duration of performance of certain exercise. This method was used when the students were mastering the technique of motions, and the level of coordinating abilities reached a necessary position. The method of regressing exercise was used during performance of exercises with high intensity at the beginning of the lesson and with a gradual decline at the end. It will help avoid overstrain and breach of motion technique.

During the implementation of the program of developing coordinating abilities of the pupils, playing and competitive methods should be especially focused on. Applying these methods affects the emotional state and complex perception of the motions.

At the physical training lessons, the games have changed and have gradually become more complicated. Three to five movable games or relay races depending on the aim of a lesson were played at a lesson. To improve coordinating abilities, competitions and games were conducted in simplified and complicated conditions.
Simplified conditions: reduction of games duration, performance of technical elements in the simplified conditions, using the facilitated implements.

Complicated conditions: sports and movable games at the smaller grounds and with more players.

Conclusions:

1. The intentional development of coordinating abilities of the pupils during physical training assists to accelerate considerably formation of the elements of sports game technique.
2. The most informing criteria of estimation of developing the coordinating abilities are the indexes of reproducing the spatial-temporal and power parameters of motions, as well as the spatial orientation and coordination of motions.
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